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Image intensity standardization is a post-acquisition processing operation designed for correcting
acquisition-to-acquisition signal intensity variations �non-standardness� inherent in Magnetic Reso-
nance �MR� images. While existing standardization methods based on histogram landmarks have
been shown to produce a significant gain in the similarity of resulting image intensities, their
weakness is that in some instances the same histogram-based landmark may represent one tissue,
while in other cases it may represent different tissues. This is often true for diseased or abnormal
patient studies in which significant changes in image intensity characteristics may occur. In an
attempt to overcome this problem, in this paper, we present two new intensity standardization
methods based on two scale concepts developed in Madabhushi et al. �Computer Vision Image
Understanding 101, 100–121 �2006�� for image processing applications. These scale concepts are
utilized in this paper to accurately determine principal tissue regions within MR images. Landmarks
derived from these regions are used to perform intensity standardization. The new methods were
qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated on a total of 67 clinical three dimensional �3D� MR
images corresponding to four different protocols and to normal, Multiple Sclerosis �MS�, and brain
tumor patient studies. The new scale-based methods were found to be better than the existing
methods, with a significant improvement observed for severely diseased and abnormal patient

studies. © 2006 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2335487�
I. INTRODUCTION

A major difficulty in MR image analysis2 has been that in-
tensities do not have a fixed tissue-specific numeric meaning,
even within the same MRI protocol, for the same body re-
gion, and even for images of the same patient obtained on
the same scanner. For most post-processing applications such
as image segmentation and quantification, this lack of a stan-
dard and quantifiable interpretation of image intensities is a
major drawback that compromises their precision, accuracy,
and efficiency. A post-processing technique to automatically
adjust the contrast and brightness of MR images �i.e., win-
dowing� for image display has been presented in Ref. 3.
However, although such automatic windowing may achieve
display uniformity, they may not be adequate for quantitative
image analysis, since the intensities still may not have tissue-
specific numeric meaning after the windowing transforma-
tion. The only papers that we are aware of that address the
problem of the standardization of image intensities explicitly
are in Refs. 2, 4, and 5. Most image analysis methods, par-
ticularly segmentation algorithms, have free parameters. Set-
ting values for these parameters becomes very difficult with-
out the same MRI protocol-specific intensity meaning in all
images acquired as per a given protocol and for a given body
region. The few papers that have attempted to deal with this
problem have done so from the standpoint of image segmen-
tation and inhomogeneity correction,6,7 and for explicitly cre-
ating standardized images that may be further analyzed by

using other operations.
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In Ref. 2, Nyul and Udupa presented a method that trans-
forms images nonlinearly so that there is a significant gain in
the similarity of the resulting images. This is a two step
method wherein all images �independent of patients and the
specific brand of MR scanner used� are transformed in such a
way that, for the same protocol and body region, similar
intensities will have a similar tissue-specific meaning. In the
first step, the parameters of the standardizing transformation
are learned from a set of images. In the second step, for each
MRI study, these parameters are used to map their intensity
gray scale into a new gray scale. It has been shown2,4,5 that
standardization significantly minimizes the variation of the
overall mean intensity of the MR images within the same
tissue region across different studies obtained on the same or
different scanners. In Ref. 2, the mode on the histogram was
used as the landmark for transforming the scene intensities.
In later work,4 it was shown that the mode was not a robust
landmark, and a variant of the original standardization pro-
cedure was described, replacing the mode with the median
and other quartile locations on the histogram. These methods
were shown to be more robust than the original mode-based
method.

In cases when a disease is so pervasive that normal tissue
image intensities are altered significantly over a significant
portion of the image domain, the above histogram based
landmark selection techniques are not fully effective in at-
taining good standardization. In an attempt to overcome

these limitations, in this paper, we present a group of meth-
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ods that uses a locally adaptive concept of image scale to
identify in a robust manner tissue-specific landmarks on the
histogram for carrying out standardization. The notion of
scale employed in these new methods is a fundamental con-
cept that has been found useful in many image processing
and analysis tasks including segmentation, filtering, interpo-
lation, registration, visualization, and quantitative analysis.

To overcome the sensitivity of the existing standardization
methods to the landmarks on the histogram, we present two
new methods in this paper based on two recently developed
scale models called g and gB-scale. These new methods, de-
scribed in Sec. II, exploit the ability of the g and gB-scale to
automatically partition the image into homogeneous regions;
the latter, in the context of medical images, correspond to
different tissue regions. Unlike the existing methods, the new
scale-based methods utilize landmarks derived from the in-
dividual scale regions in the image to perform the nonlinear
mapping of intensities. We demonstrate in Sec. III that this
makes the scale-based methods more robust than the existing
methods, especially for the cases of patient studies with ab-
normalities.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Theory

We represent a 3D volume image C, called scene for short,
by a pair C= �C , f�, where C is a finite 3D rectangular array
of voxels, called the domain of C, covering a body region of
the particular patient for whom scene C is acquired, and f is
a function that assigns an integer intensity value f�u� to each
u�C. We denote the set of all protocols used in MR imaging
by P, the set of all body regions by D, and the set of all
scenes that can possibly be generated as per a given protocol
P�P for a given body region D�D by SPD. The histogram
of any scene C is a pair H= �G ,h�, where G is the set of all
possible intensity values �gray values� in C and h is a func-
tion whose domain is G and whose value for each x�G is
the number of voxels u�C for which h�u�=x. Let m1 and m2

be the minimum and maximum gray values in C, respec-
tively.

Broadly speaking, scale concepts utilized in image pro-
cessing can be divided into three categories: �1� multiscale or
scale-space representation, �2� local scale, and �3� locally
adaptive scale. The motivation for the original formulation of
scale in the form of scale-space theory came from the pres-
ence of multiple scales in nature and the desire to represent
measured signals at multiple scales.8 However, since this
representation did not suggest how to select the scales appro-
priately, the notion of local scale was proposed for choosing
the right scale for a particular application from the multi-
scale representation of the image.9–11 Recently, there has
been considerable interest in developing locally adaptive
scales,12–15 the idea being to consider the local size of object
in carrying out whatever local operations that are to be done
on the image. In Ref. 1, we proposed a generalized scale
�abbreviated as a g-scale from now on� model that is adap-
tive like other local morphometric models, and that possesses

the global spirit of multiscale representations. A variant of
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the g-scale called the generalized ball scale �abbreviated as a
gB-scale�, which in addition to having the advantages of the
g-scale model, has superior noise resistance properties and
was also described in Ref. 1. A local scale model, called the
ball scale12 or b-scale, was previously proposed to determine
the size of local structures at every voxel in the scene. The
b-scale at every voxel was defined as the radius of the largest
ball centered at the voxel such that all voxels within the ball
satisfy a predefined homogeneity criterion. Thus, for any
given scene, the b-scale concept yields a b-scale scene with
the scene intensity of a voxel representing the b-scale value.
The b-scale model was shown to have excellent noise resis-
tance properties.16 To remove the shape, size, and anisotropic
constraints of the spherical model of the b-scale, the gener-
alized scale or g-scale G�c� at any voxel c in a scene C
= �C , f� was defined as the largest fuzzily connected18 subset
of C containing c, such that all voxels in G�c� satisfied a
predetermined homogeneity criterion.1 For any voxel c in C,
the gB-scale GB�c� was defined as the largest connected sub-
set of C containing c such that the b-scale of voxels within
GB�c� were greater than a specified tolerance value. The dif-
ference between the g- and gB-scale models is fundamental
in their definition. While the g-scale is estimated by the ad-
dition of individual voxels into a g-scale set based on the
homogeneity criterion, the gB-scale is determined by the in-
clusion of voxels that satisfy a homogeneity criterion for
their b-scale regions. While both the g- and gB-scale models
share similar properties, the difference in the manner in
which they are defined makes the gB-scale model more re-
sistant to noise than the g-scale. The g-scale corresponds
essentially to a fuzzy connected component �based on the
homogeneity� of C, and, hence, it is computed via dynamic
programming.18 The gB-scale requires the computation of the
corresponding b-scale scene first. The gB-scale GB�c� of c is
then determined as the �hard� connected component, contain-
ing c, in the binary scene resulting from thresholding the
b-scale scene at the tolerance value. The set of all g and
gB-scales associated with C are denoted by G�C� and GB�C�,
respectively. Both definitions induce a partitioning on the
scene domain C. That is, the elements of G�C� and GB�C�
correspond to the elements of their partition; see Ref. 1 for
details. We will use subscripts s ,sg, and sgB

to denote the
scenes and the sets of scenes resulting from applying the
histogram landmark-based,2 g-, and gB-scale-based standard-
ization methods, respectively, on scenes and sets of scenes.
With this notation, a subset S of SPD of scenes that have been
standardized by using the three standardization methods will
be denoted by Ss ,Ssg

, and SsgB
, respectively.

The basic idea of the standardization methods described
in Refs. 2 and 4 is to identify a set of landmarks on the gray
scale of the scenes via the scene histograms in such a manner
that each landmark has the same tissue-specific meaning. To
achieve standardization, these landmarks are mapped onto a
fixed standard gray scale in a piecewise linear manner. The

main departure in this paper from Refs. 2 and 4 is in the
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manner in which the landmarks are identified. Subsequently,
the mapping is done in exactly the same way as in Refs. 2
and 4.

As described in Refs. 2 and 4, it is desirable to cut off the
tails of the histograms of the scenes for arriving at a stan-
dardization mapping because they often cause problems.
Usually the high-intensity tail corresponds to artifacts and
outlier intensities and causes considerable inter- and
intrapatient/scanner variations. With this in mind, let pc1 and
pc2 denote the minimum and maximum cutoff percentile val-
ues, respectively, of the histogram H of a given scene C. Let
the actual intensities corresponding to pc1 and pc2 be p1 and
p2. �p1 , p2� represents the range of intensities of interest �IOI�
for C. Outside this range, the intensities are not of any con-
sequence. Within �p1 , p2�, additional landmarks are deter-
mined. For example, in one of the methods described in Ref.
4, the median intensity p3 of the foreground of C is used as a
landmark in �p1 , p2�. Subsequently �p1 , p3� and �p3 , p2� are
mapped linearly onto the standard gray scale. So as not to
lose any intensities in the input gray scale, �m1 , p1� and
�p2 ,m2� are mapped onto the standard gray scale to extend
the ends of the standard gray scale. The mapping functions
for these two segments are assumed to be the same linear
mappings as those used on �p1 , p3� and �p3 , p2�, respectively.

In Refs. 2 and 4, the mode, median, deciles, and quartiles
were all used in the following landmark configurations for
the histogram based standardization method:

L1 = �pc1,�,pc2� ,

L2 = �pc1,�50,pc2� ,

L3 = �pc1,�25,�50,�75,pc2� ,

L4 = �pc1,�10,�20,�30, . . . ,�90,pc2� , �2.1�

where �p for p� �10,20,25,30, . . . ,75, . . . ,90� represents
the intensity value corresponding to the pth percentile in the
histogram associated with the foreground part of the scene,
and � represents its mode. For the new generalized scale-
based standardization methods, we may consider any of
these configurations. Since the difference between L2 and L3,
and between L2 and L4 has been found to be insignificant in
Ref. 4, and since L2 is superior to L1, in this paper we shall
focus on L2. The only difference is that, for the new methods,
�50 represents the median intensity within the region that is
selected by the scale-based method. Let L2g
= �pc1 ,�50g

, pc2� and L2gB
= �pc1 ,�50gB

, pc2� be the configura-

tions similar to L2 but used in the g- and gB-scale methods,
where �50g

and �50gB
denote the median value determined

from the respective methods.

B. Methods

The method comprises of two separate steps: training,
transformation. In the first step �training�, a set of scenes of
the same body region D and protocol P corresponding to a
population of patients is given as input. The scale sets �G�C�

or GB�C�� for the training scenes are computed, and the land-
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mark locations on the standard scale, which are required for
the intensity transformation process, are learned from these
scene data. This step needs to be executed only once for a
given D and P. In the second �transformation� step, the
scenes are transformed by using the parameters learned in
the first step. This transformation is scene dependent and
needs to be done for each given scene. These steps are de-
scribed in more detail below.

1. Training

�i� For a given P�P and D�D, a subset TPD of SPD of
scenes is collected and used for training.

�ii� The upper and lower percentile intensity values p1 and
p2 on the histogram H of C corresponding to pc1 and pc2 are
determined, as described in Refs. 2 and 4, for each scene C
�TPD.

�iii� The g- /gB-scale set over each of the training scenes
C�TPD is then computed by using g- and gB-scale
algorithms,1 and the largest scale region is determined. The
median intensity �50g

or �50gB
within the largest scale region

is computed.
�iv� The intensities from the interval �p1 , p2� are linearly

mapped to �s1 ,s2�, where s1 and s2 are the minimum and
maximum intensities on the standard scale. The formula for
mapping x� �p1 , p2� to x�� �s1 ,s2� is the following:

x� = s1 +
x − p1

p2 − p1
�s2 − s1� . �2.2�

In this process, the median tissue intensity, �50g
or �50gB

, is

transformed to �50g
� or �50gB

� on the standard scale for each

scene C�TPD.
�v� The rounded median intensity �sg

or �sgB
on the stan-

dard scale is computed from the average of �50g
� or �50gB

� over

all scenes in TPD.

2. Transformation

�i� For any given scene C�SPD to be standardized, its p1

and p2 values and the largest g- /gB-scale region are deter-
mined. The median intensity �50g

or �50gB
of the scale region

is then computed.
�ii� A piecewise linear mapping is then determined, as

described in Refs. 2 and 4, so as to match the upper and
lower percentile intensities p1 and p2 of C with s1 and s2 and
�50g

or �50gB
with �sg

or �sgB
. Figure 1 shows a plot of the

mapping function. The lower and upper ends of the standard
scale are subsequently extended to s1� and s2�, respectively, by
mapping �m1 , p1� to �s1� ,s1� and �p2 ,m2� to �s2 ,s2�� for scene
C�SPD, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We call this mapping from
the intensities �m1 ,m2� of C to �s1� ,s2�� of the standard scale
the standardizer of C and denote it by �cg or �cgB

. The ex-
pression for �cg for the g-scale-based method �from Fig. 1�

is as follows:
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�cg�x� = ���sg
+ �x − �50g

�
s1 − �sg

p1 − �50g

� , if m1 � x � �50g
,

��sg
+ �x − �50g

�
s2 − �sg

p2 − �50g

� , if �50g
� x � m2,

�2.3�

where �·� denotes the ceiling operation, �it converts any real
number y to the closest integer Y such that Y �y�. Instead, a
floor operator �Y �y� may also be used. Note that s1�
=�cg�m1�, and s2�=�cg�m2�. The scene Csg

= �C , fsg
� resulting

from the g-scale-based standardization mapping of C is given
by, for all c�C , fsg

�c�=�cg�f�c�� wherein �50g
is used in

�2.3�. CsgB
is similarly defined by replacing �50g

by�50gB
and

�sg
by �sgB

in Eq. �2.3�. We point out that the free ends

characterized by the values of s1� and s2� of the standard scale
depend on the given scene C. In other words, the range
�s1� ,s2�� may vary from scene to scene. However, �s1 ,s2� is
independent of C and this is the interval within which a uni-
formity of tissue-specific meaning is achieved.

Table I shows the different parameter settings that were
used for the three methods �histogram landmark-based,2,4

g-scale-based, and gB-scale-based methods�. We evaluated
the three methods listed in Table I both qualitatively and
quantitatively by using a set of 67 clinical MR image
datasets corresponding to four different protocols �PD-, T2–,
T1–, and T1–weighted with gadolinium enhancement �T1E��
and acquired from 22 normal subjects, 33 patients with Mul-
tiple Sclerosis, and from 12 brain tumor patients. The seven
groups of datasets, denoted by S1 to S7, are described in
Table II. For all sets, the body region D considered was the
head. Prior to intensity standardization, each of the 67
datasets was corrected for bias field intensity variations via
the generalized-scale based inhomogeneity correction
method described in Ref. 1. As justified in Ref. 17, an inho-
mogeneity correction was done first because of the fact that
any such method can itself introduce non-standardness into
the scene data. For qualitative evaluation, we considered �1�

FIG. 1. g-scale-based standardization mapping with the various parameters
indicated.
plotting the standardized histograms and �2� displaying the
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binary versions of standardized scenes obtained after thresh-
olding at fixed levels. A quantitative evaluation was per-
formed by computing and comparing statistics within the
largest tissue regions for the different standardization meth-
ods. The training was done by using five different patient
studies under each protocol for each of the standardization
methods.

III. RESULTS

A. Qualitative

We conducted qualitative comparisons for the following
MRI protocols: PD, T2, T1, and T1E. Our hypothesis was
that the performance of the new scale-based standardization
methods would be comparable to that of the existing
methods2 on normal datasets and on datasets wherein scene
intensities do not undergo significant changes due to a dis-
ease, but would be significantly better in abnormal and se-
verely diseased cases. Within any of the protocols used in
our study, the image acquisition parameters were identical
for all patient studies. The voxel intensities were represented
as 12-bit integers. No additional preprocessing was done on
any of these scene data. We have also experimented with
studies of different slice thickness and orientation and found
no significant differences in the results. Since the method is
applied to the whole scene and whole volume histogram and
not to the individual slices, the slice orientation and the reso-
lution has negligible effect on the transformation within rea-
sonable limits.

1. Histograms

Histograms of PD, T2, and T1E scenes �selected from
datasets S1, S4, and S7� corresponding in turn to normal, MS,
and brain tumor patients before and after standardization by
using the existing and new methods are shown in Fig. 2. To
avoid clutter we have shown only four �and not all� of the
scene intensity histograms for each case. The low intensity
part of the histogram that corresponds to the background
voxels has been removed from the display in order to show
the IOI on a better scale. A visual comparison shows that, for
all studies and for all protocols, all three methods produce
standardized scenes whose histograms are more similar in
alignment than those of the original scenes. For the normal
patient studies �S1�, the histograms corresponding to the
scenes produced by the existing method �Ss

1�, the g-scale
�Ssg

1 � and gB-scale �SsgB

1 � appear similar in shape and align-

ment �Figs. 2�d�, 2�g�, and 2�j��. For the MS studies �S4�, the
4 4

TABLE I. Parameter configurations used for the different standardization
methods.

Method pc1 pc2 s1 s2 Landmarks

Histogram 0 99.8 0 4095 �50

g-scale 0 99.8 0 4095 �50g

gB-scale 0 99.8 0 4095 �50gB
histograms of the scenes in Ssg
and SsgB

seem more closely
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aligned with one another than the histograms in Ss
4. Further,

the scenes in SsgB

4 appear to have less residual non-

standardness than the scenes in Ssg

4 . Finally, for the tumor
studies �S7�, the histograms of the scenes in Ssg

7 and SsgB

7 are

clearly better aligned with one another than for the scenes in
Ss

7.

2. Binary scenes at fixed thresholds

The first three images in each row of Fig. 3 show a slice
from each of three different T1E brain tumor studies. The
rows from top to bottom correspond, respectively, to the
scenes from sets S7, Ss

7, Ssg

7 , and SsgB

7 . For each method, the

scenes are displayed at a fixed window setting arrived at
interactively for the first image in the row. The second set of
three images in each row are displayed in binary form by
using fixed thresholds to segment approximately the WM
region of the brain and correspond exactly to the first three
images in each row. The threshold interval was chosen to
roughly segment the WM region in the first study by visual
inspection, and the same interval was then used for the re-
maining two studies. In Row 1, it is well demonstrated that
the same fixed threshold interval does not highlight the same
tissue in different studies. In the third study, the threshold
interval falls well below the brain tissue intensities. The
problem in using histogram-based landmarks is well illus-
trated by the displays in the second row. The fixed interval
threshold segments WM in the first two studies �Figs. 3�j�
and 3�k��, but misses out on most of the WM in the third
study �Fig. 3�l��. The segmentation for the g- and
gB-scale-based methods is clearly more consistent and accu-
rate compared to the histogram-based method �compare Fig.
3�l� with Figs. 3�r� and 3�x��. This implies that, for the tumor
studies, the numeric meaning of intensities on the standard
scale is more consistent after g- and gB-scale-based standard-

TABLE II. A description of the datasets used in an ev

Set
Number
of scenes Protocol Type

S1 11 PD Normal T

S2 11 T2 Normal T

S3 11 PD MS T

S4 11 T2 MS T

S5 11 T1E MS

S6 6 T1 Tumor

S7 6 T1E Tumor
ization than that in the histogram landmark-based method.
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Note that there is no significant visual difference among the
results obtained from g- and gB-scale-based methods for any
of the patient studies.

B. Quantitative

In order to assess the effectiveness of the standardization
methods objectively, we computed the WM intensity statis-
tics over the population of 67 datasets. The method of fuzzy
connectedness18 was used to segment the different tissue re-
gions. The tissue segmentations were subsequently corrected
by an expert �neuroradiologist� where needed. �These
datasets have been used in our earlier evaluation studies for
segmentation and filtering.� WM was utilized since it is the
largest tissue region in the brain and since the interior of this
tissue region can be ascertained more reliably than the other
brain tissue regions such as gray matter and CSF. The latter
two regions have far more voxels in the tissue interface re-
gion �compared to their interior� than WM, and these are
subjected to partial volume effects, which will interfere with
the reliable estimation of the figures of merit. To get voxels
in the interior of the WM region, we use an erosion operation
on the segmented binary scenes so that a layer of two voxels
form the boundary is removed.

For the WM region in each scene so obtained, we com-
puted the normalized mean intensity �NMI� in each scene
before and after standardization by diving the mean intensity
in the region by p2-p1. This was repeated for each set of
standardization scenes, wherein normalization was done by
dividing the mean in the WM region by s2-s1. The standard
deviations of the mean of the NMI values within the WM
region before and after different standardization transforms
for the different sets of patient studies were computed and
are listed in Table III. The results indicate that the intensities
on the standard scale have more consistent tissue meaning
than those for the original scale for all datasets. Further,
while the results indicate no significant difference in �NMI

ion.

cquisition
arameters

Scene
domain

Voxel
size �mm3�

Eeff=2500/18, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 40�N�44 �3
Eeff=2500/90, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 40�N�44 �3
Eeff=2500/18, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 45�N�60 �3
Eeff=2500/90, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 45�N�60 �3
Eeff=600/27, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 45�N�60 �3
Eeff=600/27, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 28�N�32 �5
Eeff=600/27, 256�256�N 0.86�0.86
V=22 cm2 28�N�32 �5
aluat

A
p

R/T
FO

R/T
FO

R/T
FO

R/T
FO

TR/T
FO

TR/T
FO

TR/T
FO
values between the existing and generalized scale-based
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FIG. 2. Histograms of 4 different PD, T2, and T1E scenes, selected from datasets S1, S4, and S7 corresponding to normal, MS, and brain tumor patient studies,
before and after standardization by using the existing and new methods. For the normal patient studies �S1�, the histograms corresponding to the scenes
produced by the existing method �Ss

1�, the g-scale �Ssg

1 � and gB-scale �SsgB

1 � appear similar in shape and alignment ��d�,�g�, �j��. For the MS studies �S4�, the

histograms of the scenes in Ssg

4 and SsgB

4 seem more closely aligned with one another than the histograms in Ss
4. Finally, for the tumor studies �S7�, the

histograms of the scenes in S7 and S7 are clearly better aligned with one another than for the scenes in S7.
sg sgB
s

Medical Physics, Vol. 33, No. 9, September 2006
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methods for the normal and MS data sets, a significant dif-
ferences exists between them for the tumor studies. This im-
plies that a substantially improved uniformity of tissue
meaning for intensities is obtained for the g- and gB-scale
methods compared to the existing method for severely dis-
eased or abnormal cases.

The �NMI values for the seven sets of studies were com-
pared for each pair of conditions/methods, by using a paired
t test under the null hypothesis that there is no difference in
�NMI values between conditions/methods �p�0.05�; see

FIG. 3. Slices displayed at fixed window settings from three scenes from sets

scenes resulting from fixed thresholding of gray scenes from the same row
same fixed threshold interval in studies S7 and Ss

7 is not as good as the corr
Table IV. A statistically significant difference in �NMI values
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was observed for all sets after standardization compared to
before �Table IV�. Further, while no statistically significant
difference was found between the existing histogram-based
and g-scale-based methods, a significant difference was
found between the existing and gB-scale-based methods. The
difference in �NMI values between the g- and gB-scale-based
methods was close to being statistically significant.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have described some of the problems with the original

c� S7, �g�–�i� Ss
7, �m�–�o� Ssg

7 , and �s�–�u� SsgB

7 . In each row, slices from binary

isplayed in the right half. Note that the WM segmentation achieved by the
ding segmentations obtained in Ssg

7 and SsgB

7 .
�a�–�
are d
espon
MRI scale standardization methods reported in Refs. 2 and 4,
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and introduced two new scale-based methods that can help to
overcome these problems. We have shown that landmarks
derived from the largest g- and gB-scale regions are more
robust compared to landmarks derived from image intensity
histograms, especially in the case of diseased or abnormal
patient studies. While the scale-based methods require sig-
nificantly more computational time than the histogram-based
method, we note that most of this additional time was on
account of training, which is done offline and only once for a
given protocol and body region. The average times required
for transforming the intensities for the g- and gB-scale meth-
ods on a single dataset are 28 and 30 s, respectively, which,
while being significantly longer than that for the histogram-
landmark-based method �0.2 s�, would be acceptable in a
clinical scenario. Further, the higher levels of accuracy re-
quired in most quantitative image analysis applications
would offset the additional computational expense of the
scale-based standardization methods. Table V summarizes
the performance of the three methods on the clinical studies
considered in our quantitative evaluation. While marginally
significant difference in performance was observed between
the g- and gB-scale methods, the overall gB-scale outper-
formed the g-scale. Given that there is no significant differ-
ence in the efficiency of the two methods, the gB-scale ap-
pears to be the standardization method of choice.

An assumption of the generalized scale-based standard-
ization methods is that the largest scale region represents the
same dominant normal tissue region in all studies pertaining
to the same body region and imaging protocol. We have veri-
fied the validity of this assumption on hundreds of clinical
and phantom datasets that we have evaluated in the context
of our experiments with the generalized scale and its
application.1 However, in extreme circumstances, since the
validity of the assumption underlying scale-based methods
cannot be guaranteed, an interactive method may always be

TABLE III. �NMI values for the original scenes in the sets S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,S4 ,S5 ,S6,
and S7 and for the corresponding standardized scenes obtained by using the
existing, g- and gB-scale-based standardization methods.

Set S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

�NMI 0.0417 0.0851 0.0298 0.0196 0.0259 0.0536 0.0328
Set Ss

1 Ss
2 Ss

3 Ss
4 Ss

5 Ss
6 Ss

7

�NMI 0.0181 0.0215 0.0164 0.0097 0.0132 0.0192 0.0161
Set Ssg

1 Ssg

2 Ssg

3 Ssg

4 Ssg

5 Ssg

6 Ssg

7

�NMI 0.0197 0.0160 0.0187 0.0085 0.0112 0.0119 0.0074
Set SsgB

1 SsgB

2 SsgB

3 SsgB

4 SsgB

5 SsgB

6 SsgB

7

�NMI 0.0128 0.0125 0.0195 0.0051 0.0087 0.0065 0.0107

TABLE IV. p values for period t tests for comparing �NMI values for different
pairs of conditions/methods.

Orig/hist
Orig/g-
scale

Orig/gB-
scale

Hist/g-
scale

Hist/gB-
scale

g-scale/gB-
scale

0.0069 0.0064 0.0055 0.0736 0.0158 0.0512
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needed to select the scale region�s� corresponding to the
same normal tissue as a backup and fully foolproof standard-
ization strategy.

We believe that the robustness of the generalized scale-
based methods compared to the existing methods is impor-
tant for practical applications. By using the new standardized
images in display, standard windows for the different tissues
�not only for the main object itself� can be either automati-
cally applied or manually selected �from a short list of avail-
able window settings�, hence saving human interaction time
on the per-case manual adjustments. Since the new methods
work in the same way as the existing methods,2,4 they are
easy to implement, rapid in execution, and completely auto-
matic like the original, and can be easily incorporated in a
picture archiving and communication system as a DICOM
value of interest lookup table. Hence the images can be au-
tomatically transformed or accompanied by the correct
lookup table when they are downloaded to the viewing sta-
tion.

Some possible future avenues are as follows. Other scale-
based landmarks �such as corresponding to L1 ,L2 ,L3, and
L4� can be used to perhaps further improve performance.
Additional landmarks may provide the new methods im-
proved anchorage capabilities, especially for scenes with bi-
or multimodal histograms. Additional improvements may
also be made by the use of polynomial functions to stretch
the histogram segments, and the use of spline fitting tech-
niques instead of segment-by-segment linear stretching. An-
other avenue may be the use of multiple tissue regions. In
our current implementation in 3DVIEWNIX,19 an interactive
method permits multiple tissue regions �www.mipg.upenn-
.edu�. However, obtaining landmark information from mul-
tiple tissue regions by using scale-based methods is more
complicated mainly due to the difficulty involved in ascer-
taining to what tissue a given scale region corresponds. We
believe that, from the perspective of quality of standardiza-
tion, it is better to derive multiple landmarks from multiple
tissue regions rather than from a single scale region.
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